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Dear Parents,

It has been a little while since I addressed our central 
business of teaching and learning in one of my messages so 
this week I give a brief update on some of the exciting new 
developments at Portland Place, ones underway and some 
soon to come.

From the start of the year we have been working towards the 
Dyslexia Friendly school status acknowledged by the British 
Dyslexia Association. This involves extensive CPD (Continuing 
Professional Development) for our teachers, led by our 
wonderful SEN team, on techniques to use in lessons to make 
them more accessible to dyslexic pupils. The research that 
underpins this work also shows these techniques can help 
everyone in the class. It will be great to have feedback in next 
term on the difference (if any) your child is seeing as a result 
of this.
 

We are offering much more CPD for our teachers in-house. In addition to the work outlined above we now 
have better mechanisms for sharing good practice among our staff. Daniel Kemp leads our teaching and 
learning development group and also organises our Teach Meets – events where teachers present 3 
minutes pieces on techniques and activities they have found particularly useful that other teachers can then 
adapt to their classes.

The STRIVE programme was trialled last year by our Humanities faculty and from January will be available 
across our whole curriculum, coordinated by Charlotte Butler. This is aimed at encouraging pupils to further 
explore ideas, themes and topics they find particularly interesting from their lessons. It guides pupils to 
further reading, video clips, podcasts, places to visit and activities that will help them understand 
something in greater depth. Our experience of the trial was that many pupils chose to become involved and 
that engagement was evident in the subsequent work of pupils.

In a similar vein to the STRIVE programme we have our “bridging booklets” of summer work to help pupils 
make those significant steps into the exam years. These have been popular and successful with our current 
Year 12, bridging from Year 11 into their chosen A-level subjects, and next summer will be given to Year 9 
pupils to help them prepare for their GCSE studies.

Next year will see the launch of Firefly at Portland Place. This is a very powerful online platform to help 
integrate the work in school and facilitate better communication with home. At the basic level is acts as an 
online homework diary, one parents will also have access to, but there are many more functions to explore 
and develop as well. In January teachers will begin developing our site with course resources, online 
homework tasks, etc., and will be build the pupil and parent pages you and your child will access. This will 
go live to pupils and parents after Easter.

I hope that gives a flavour of the exciting developments here at Portland Place. As ever, your feedback on 
them will be appreciated.



Year 7-10 exams. If you are a parent of a student 
in Years 7-10 you should have received a 
timetable for the internal exams. These are also 
available, with revision materials, on the school 
website, exams tab. Years 7-9 students will be in 
normal lessons between exams so their 
timetables will continue as normal. Year 10 
students should only be in for their exams 
between Thursday 8th and Friday 16th June. They 
should be in full school uniform when attending 
exams. Study rooms will be available for students 
who wish to remain in school. Normal lessons will 
resume on Monday 19th June. Students in years 
4, 5 and 6 will also have received their exams 
timetable which begins on the 5th June, and 
again normal lessons will carry on throughout.
Mr Fowler, Director of Studies

Exams for Year 7-10
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Notice Board 
WE ARE NATIONAL FINALISTS AT 
DESIGN VENTURA!
We are proud to announce that our Year 10 students made it to the final of the 
Design Ventura competition.  

Over 14,5000 students took part in the competition, with schools taking part from 
across the world. 

Only three schools were selected to go through to the final round in the independent 
and overseas category and we are pleased to announce that Miss Birtles’ group was 
selected as finalists with their product – Astro Caps! 

The team had designed fun, space themed pencil toppers which helped teach younger 
students about the solar system. The students will now film a three minute video 
pitch which will be sent to the Design Museum, where a panel of judges will choose 
the winner on December 8th. A huge well done to all students who took part, it was a 
really exciting competition with some strong entries from many other schools and 
congratulations to the team, who worked very hard throughout. 

Bogdan Lishchyna, Nick Nelson, Lex Gosling, Mahmoud Abdel-Khaleq, Olly Taylor, 
Harry King
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Noticeboard & News 

Spanish Flamenco Reminder
Ms Picado, Head of Spanish

The flamenco workshop is on Friday 8 December for Spanish Classes only. Period 1 (year 7) and 
Period 2 (year 8).

Lost Property Sale
Ms Gosling, Parent of Grace and 
Lex Gosling  

On Wednesday 6 December there will be 
a lost property sale of unmarked sports 
kit. All items will be sold for £5 and the 
proceeds will go towards the Livingstone 
Tanzania Trust (see separate article in 
this week's newsletter).  Many PPS 
children are already raising money for 
this charity and some of the pupils going 
on the trip will be helping with the sale. 
There will also be some unnamed 
non-school clothing such as hoodies and 
coats on sale.

It will be held room 11 at PPS from 
3:45-4:15pm so please come along as 
this is a great opportunity to restock 
your child's PE kit at bargain prices while 
helping a great cause.
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News

 
 

Year 8 French project on the perfect tense (Le passé 
composé)
Mr Lalande, Head of MFL

Students in Y8 have used a mnemonic device to remember what verbs will take the auxiliary ETRE in the 
perfect tense. Mrs Van Der Tramp is a lady who allowed them to remember the first letter of each verb they 
needed to memorise. In order to remember them all, they have produced outstanding homework projects, 
such as comic strips and videos. The works illustrated here are by Manuela Poquet Serna, Caspar Waldron 
and Nicholas Kazarina; also check this Flipagram by Josh Hallam. Well done to the whole class!

Tanzania Charity Trip June 2018
Ms Johnston, Head of Geography 

As many of you are aware we are running a charity trip to Tanzania in June 2018 where we aim to help 
develop a community.  When we went in June 2016 we helped to build a toilet block in Malangi Primary 
school and I have just been informed that the block we built has recently been assessed and meet the 
World Health Organization's standards.  This makes a huge difference to the lives of the students 
attending the school and the PPS volunteers should be very proud of themselves. 
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News

 
 

Oliver Rehearsals
Mr Chivers, Head of Drama 

As rehearsals are minimal ahead of the Christmas break, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank 
the students, staff and parents for their efforts and support over the past few months. We have had 
a huge amounts of fun in rehearsals and the show is slowly coming together. Many students have 
learnt their lines and their characters are developing at a pace. Chorus numbers are sounding 
fantastic and the dance routines (with some fine tuning!) could be the highlight of the show. Over the 
Christmas break, we are asking the students to keep reminding themselves of the dances and 
songs. So when Grandpa is slowly drifting off to sleep in the armchair on Christmas day, why not give 
him a rendition of Food, Glorious Food to perk him up. Our first performance is Tuesday 6th February 
at JW3, Finchley Road. Details of how to purchase your tickets will be sent home early January.  
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Sports  
 

Netball
Mr McLoughlin, Head of PE 

U14 
Portland Place 18
St. George’s 7

The U14s kicked off their Westminster league campaign in style.  PPS went ahead 4-0 in the first 
quarter to command the game, with some beautiful passing and free flowing movement, but were 
shaken up by a heavy collision to one of our players.  In the second quarter we maintained our lead but 
St George’s fought back hard to make the score line 7-4 at half time.  After some tactical adjustments 
and regaining our confidence the girls were able to dominate the remainder of the game.  Notably, Erin 
Dytor was able to switch positions from defence to shooting and be equally effective, Marielle Staunton 
worked incredibly hard as centre but the shining star on the court was Freya Francis Baum (Captain), 
who after a very heavy fall, was able to dust herself down, regain her composure and continue making 
awesome runs and scoring from almost anyway inside the shooting circle.  Squad: Freya Francis Baum, 
Marielle Staunton, Cristina Carbosiero, Erin Dytor, Dot Jones, Nora Hill, Michaela Carbosiero, and 
Audrey Hammer.  Player of the Match: Freya Francis Baum

U14 
Portland Place 16
Pimlico Academy 1

Pimlico Academy were our toughest competition in the Westminster league last year, so we were 
understandably nervous about facing them this year.  They are a vertically gifted bunch of girls, so we 
knew that we’d have to play to our strengths and select the right passes.  We are lucky with the U14 
squad in that we are spoilt for choice, with many talented shooters and defenders, but we are also very 
lucky that they all work hard for one another and are willing to be versatile and play out of their preferred 
position.  The game actually turned out to be extremely one sided, due to Pimlico being unable to field 7 
players, but they played hard and made it difficult for PPS where they could.  The PPS team didn’t take 
their foot off the gas, they worked hard for the full match.  Audrey Hammer playing at WD was very 
impressive, and has shown real progression over the summer, she is one to watch.   Yet again Marielle 
Staunton linked the play through the middle with ease, she never seems to tire, the opposition named 
her player of the match.  I decided to award two players of the match awards, and the second one goes 
to Nora Hill, she has been a great addition to the U14 squad and is so versatile, a brilliant all-rounder.  
PPS have gained maximum points in the league so far, but we still have a long way to go! Keep working 
hard ladies.  Players of the Match:  Marielle Staunton and Nora Hill
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Sports
 

Football
Mr McLoughlin, Head of PE 

U16 
Portland Place 2
Kew House 6

It was a really great physical and competitive game when the Under 16s travelled to Kew on Wednesday.  
Despite the final score the boys worked incredibly hard and there were several excellent individual 
performances.  The boys were punished for a sloppy start to the game, after a few mistakes and two 
outstanding goals the boys found themselves 4-0 at half time. The second half was much improved, an 
early goal from Lukas Roniger gave the boys a platform to get back into the game. Spike Barnes and Max 
Ackerman were fantastic in central defence and were comfortable dealing with the attacking threat from 
Kew. The second half was more competitive. Lex Gosling and Noah Sargent both being denied by the Kew 
goalkeeper. After these chances passed us by the boys unfortunately leaked two late goals. A tough day for 
the boys but a lot of positives to take from this game.  Man of the Match - Spike Barnes

U12
Portland Place 3
Kew House 3

PPS U12s travelled to Twickenham last Tuesday afternoon to play a strong Kew House team.  Kew 
House have 2 venues they play in and due to a mix up in communication we turned up to the wrong 
venue in the first instance.  Fortunately the other venue was less than a mile down the road, but due to 
the mix up it cost our boys valuable warm up time.  Nevertheless PPS settled into the game well and half 
way through the first half Bosco Buonaguidi hammered the ball home at the end of some excellent 
linking play by the team.  Kew immediately equalized which was disappointing as at this point PPS were 
dominating the game. 
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Sports
 
Football continued...

Just before half time Kew scored their second goal taking them into the lead going into the second half.  PPS 
upped their game going into the second half and looked by far the stronger team.  Hamish Cooper equalised 
with a solid goal and Elliot MacLeod took the boys back into the lead with Portland’s 3rd goal.   There were 
numerous other fine attempts at goal by our boys but sadly to no avail.   Cassius Swales made his debut for 
the team during the second half and impressed with some fine defending as he tirelessly worked hard on his 
side of the pitch.  Nolan Song once again impressed with some great defensive play and delivered some 
magnificent through balls to his attacking teammates.  During the final minutes against the run of play Kew 
managed to equalise and finish the game off with a draw.  On reflection PPS deserved the victory, however, it 
doesn’t always go the way one would like.  Once again the Yr 7s played some quality football and 
represented the school fantastically in both the way they performed and their positive team spirit.  Well done!  
Man of the Match – Nolan Song 

U14
Portland Place 3
Radnor 1

Last Friday afternoon the U14 boys travelled away to Teddington to face Radnor House. Portland made a 
shaky start, defensively, but soon found their rhythm and began to dominate possession and territory. Eli 
Anderson scored PPS’s opener, running into the box and shooting powerfully. After this, Portland created a 
succession of excellent scoring opportunities but were either thwarted by the Radnor keeper or shot wide of 
the target. Late on, however, Anderson bagged his second, in similar style and PPS lead going into the break 
2-0.  In the second half, Radnor went on the offensive and were rewarded with a goal soon after the restart. 
From this point, the game became quite nervy and scrappy, with neither side able to play with any fluency. 
Portland’s passing became a little erratic which only served to encourage their opponents who were pressing 
for an equaliser. In the end Anderson got the winner, completing his hat-trick in splendid style with a 
marvellous solo effort, dribbling into the box and shooting past the goalie.  Well done to all who played, 
particularly Curtis O’Keefe and Luka Pilotto  in their first match for the school A team. A mention also must 
go to Jake Lloyd, who had a solid game in goal.  Man of the match: Eli Anderson.

U15
Portland Place 0
Kew House 5

Kew house brought a very strong side to Regents Park last Thursday to play our Under 15s. The boys were 
fantastic for the first half.  Kew had the majority of possession in the first half and the boys needed to be 
organised and disciplined in this game to avoid leaking goals. This happened in the first half, led by Max 
Ackerman in central defence. He was organising and communicating the boys to close the ball down and 
maintain defensive shape. Lex Gosling delivered the intensity and was certainly the leader in closing the 
opposition down. Finally a few great saves in goal from Dio Kallakis ensured that PPS were good value at half 
time to be level at 0-0. The PPS chance to make an impact in the game came early in a second half counter 
attack that unfortunately could not be converted by Colin Ballbach. 
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Sports
Football continued...

As the second half progressed the fantastic work rate that the boys put in earlier in the game, began to 
take its toll and the boys tired. Kew took control of the game and began to convert the chances they 
were creating. A sterling effort from the lads today! 

U11
Year 5/6 House Football 2017
1st – Langham
2nd – Cavendish
3rd – Devonshire
4th – Wigmore

As the first term of football draws to a close the much anticipated house football event took place on 
Monday. After their success in the house basketball event Cavendish were early favourites and 
confident in taking the victory. The first three rounds of matches were league based and ensured all 
teams played each other. Some of the highlights from this included an end to end game between 
Cavendish and Langham that finished 3-2 to Cavendish. A hat-trick for Christopher Dhali in their match 
against Wigmore and finally, arguably the best double save from a goalkeeper seen this year from 
Thomas Li for Devonshire. With the league matches completed Devonshire and Wigmore were playing in 
the 3rd/4th Place playoff and Langham would be playing Cavendish in the final. Cavendish certainly 
lived up to tag as favourites as they won all three of their league games to finish in top spot. In the 
match for 3rd place Wigmore took an early lead through Benny Miller. Kunal Patel hit back instantly for 
Devonshire when he scored a free kick. The game was end to end and shortly after half time Benny 
scored his second of the match to potentially give Wigmore their first win of the afternoon. Unfortunately 
for them Roberto Hinton and a second from Kunal in the final moments ensured that Devonshire took 
third place. The final was a fantastic contest between two attacking sides. Langham started the better 
side and took the lead through Christopher Dhali before being pegged back by Oscar Brett for 
Cavendish. This happened a further two times. Langham scored through Tom Hallam (2-1 Langham), 
Cavendish Scored through Che Arney (2-2). Langham scored through Sasha Whowell (3-2 Lagham). 
Again, Cavendish came back with another goal from Oscar Brett (3-3). The game looked to be heading 
for a famous penalty shoot out to decide the victors. However, Christopher Dhali had a different idea 
and with a fantastic solo effort which involved passing two defenders he smashed the ball into the back 
of the net for the victory. The underdogs in this game came out with the victory. Well done Langham!  
This was a fantastic event and one that underpinned the entire ethos of the house system at Portland 
Place. The boys worked hard, they supported each other and worked together. There were 13 different 
goal scorers today. Scoring a total of 63 goals across all of the games. I final mention for the winner of 
the golden boot. Well done to Christopher Dhali who scored an outstanding 10 goals. 
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